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Our Simchat Torah Evening service
with dancing and celebrations will be
at 6.30 pm on Sunday 4 October (not Monday as advertised)
with
Chatan Torah: Michael Fink and Kallat Torah: Gillian Lubansky.
Our Simchat Torah/Sh’mini Atzeret (with Yizkor) service
will be at 10 am on Monday 5 October
(not Tuesday as advertised)
and will be followed by a Chavurah lunch.
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7.30 pm Saturday 17 October

Website: www.lbc.org.au

See publicity this issue and book now.
Email: office@lbc.org.au

You don’t dance? Then just enjoy!

Presidential Musings

A lot has happened to the world in
the last two months. It has been
estimated that the ongoing war in
Syria has forced four million people
to flee their homes. Europe is
expecting hundreds of thousands
to migrate over the next
12 months, to say nothing of those
migrating from Iraq, Afghanistan
and various African strife-torn countries. Over the
last few months we have witnessed acts of
generosity from European governments and
individuals. We have also witnessed some
government behaviour that reminds us of Europe
during WW2. This is not to say the moral situation
faced by Europe is clear. What are the duties of a
government towards protecting its own citizens
versus helping desperate and downtrodden noncitizens? If a country’s citizens democratically
decided to close its borders to, or severely restrict
the numbers of immigrants it will allow in, what
should that government do? Some commentators
are predicting the demise of the European Union’s
internal open border policies or indeed the demise
of the European Union.

Some would prefer many more to be taken in while
others are concerned about the preferential
treatment to be given to persecuted minority
groups. But in politics, unanimous support is
almost never achieved.
In Maimonides’ Eight Degrees of the giving of
Tzedakah, the highest degree is “to help another to
become self-supporting, by means of a gift, a loan,
or by finding employment for the one in need.”
For most of us it is also the hardest to achieve.
Yet only one degree lower is “to give so that
neither giver nor receiver knows the identity of the
other.” This is something we can all achieve by
filling our Mazon bags and returning them to LBC
for distribution to refugees in Victoria.
At the time of writing, it is in between Rosh
Hashana and Yom Kippur and I take this
opportunity to wish each and every member of our
LBC Community a Shana Tova and Gmar Chatima
Tova.
- Mannie Gross

Here in Australia our government has agreed to
take in twelve thousand Syrian refugees, with
preference to be given to members of the most
persecuted minority groups which have fled. This
decision has received almost unanimous support.
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Rabbinic Reflection
who may not understand the
dimensions of family violence;

Royal Commission into Family Violence

The assistance that might be
provided to people in religious
organisations about where to
refer people experiencing family
violence, for example legal
assistance and housing services;

•

On 2 September I was invited to attend a
consultation session at the Royal Commission into
Family Violence with a variety of other faith
leaders, including Rabbi Ralph Genende and
Jennifer Huppert from the Jewish community.
The matters discussed will help the Commission in
its task of developing proposals for future
initiatives to prevent and respond to family
violence. They made comprehensive notes of the
session for this purpose.

The importance of working
with mainstream agencies to
increase their cultural
competency so that they are better able to respond
to family violence within particular communities;
The opportunity to draw on teachings about
compassion, dignity and respect which are
common to all faith traditions.

•

As I listened to the terrible things that others
reported, I was aware that very few incidents have
come to my attention in the two congregations I
have served (which is not to say it is not there –
in all likelihood it is, in its various forms, physical,
emotional, economic). I am of course available to
listen and to support and assist in any way I can,
should you wish to talk.

It was very clear that a Progressive approach to
our texts and traditions enables us to take a
stronger and clearer stand against violence more
readily than other traditions and approaches.

For example there is no denying that Torah tells us
At the conclusion of the session Chairperson Marcia to stone to death our rebellious sons or our
Neave summarised the following key themes that
daughters who are sleeping around ‘as harlots’ or
had emerged from the discussion:
to kill all the Canaanites when we conquer the land
– but unlike those who are wedded to the idea that
• Recognition that religious communities are
core texts like these are ‘God’s words’, and theremicrocosms of our community as a whole, and just
fore have to find complicated ways to say they are
as family violence occurs in the community at
wrong and abhorrent, we would simply say they
large, it also occurs within faith communities;
are NOT God’s words (God who we are also taught
• Recognition of the breadth of violence
is caring and compassionate and just, the creator
experienced in faith communities – not just
of all beings who loves all people and animals and
intimate partner violence and physical violence,
wants us to live together harmoniously).
but also other forms of abuse such as elder abuse,
Rather they are our ancestors’ attempts to underchild abuse and financial abuse;
stand what God wanted, but bound and limited to
• The importance of theological work around
their own times and context and world view, and
contemporary interpretation of religious texts that that indeed there are three thousand plus years of
might otherwise be seen to condone violent and
development between them and us!
controlling behaviour;
• The importance of promoting gender equality, Much more difficult for those who have little
education, with religious leaders who have little
and avoiding language which may reinforce ideas
more, and who have come from strongly
about gender inequality;
traditional, strict and patriarchal societies.
• The role of religious organisations in
Perhaps it is indeed true that there is a lower incipre-marriage and post-marriage education;
of violence in our own congregations –
• The value of supporting people to intervene at dence
though my suspicion is that there is less physical
the grassroots level – through active bystander
violence but perhaps more emotional and economic
training;
pressure and imbalance and manipulation than we
• The role that religious organisations can play in might like to think – and which we might not even
educating communities about family violence, and
consider to be violence at all – though the
in prevention work;
Commissioner made it very clear that their Terms
of Reference do.
• The role that young people could play in this
area, in particular in combatting the impacts of
It should also be said that our own Jewish
pornography and representations of violence on
Community has for many years now had its own
the internet and in the media;
Task Force Against Family Violence, though my
understanding is that that has been predominantly

The need for faiths to train religious leaders
about recognising and responding to family
violence, particularly those trained a long time ago

•

- continued on page 12
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What’s on at LBC
Friday Night Kids

Let us bring Shabbat to you –
or join us for Shabbat at home!

We invite you to bring your younger family
members from 5 to 5.30 pm, usually on the third
Friday in the month. The next session will be
13 November. (No session in October)

6.30 pm: Second Friday of the month
Most of us enjoy the social contact of dining with
friends and family. Much is made of the statement
that “More than the Jewish people have kept
Shabbat, Shabbat has kept the Jewish People”!
So, we bring Shabbat out to our members’
homes.

The activity provides a short opportunity for a story
and some Shabbat songs and sharing candlelighting and challah before going home to their own
Shabbat dinner.

You offer your home, and tell us how many
people you can manage – it might be informal
buffet eating or sitting at the table – and from
eight people upwards.

Erev ‘Shabbat Unplugged’ Service
Our Soul Shabbat has
been ‘re-branded’.
Starting at 7 pm, we
now have a one-hour
‘Shabbat Unplugged’
service on the third
Friday of every
month — usually with
The Accidentals.

We bring prayer books, Kiddush wine, challah etc,
and Rabbi Jonathan leads an informal musical
service with the guitar from 6.30 till 7.15 pm.
We then enjoy dinner and a pleasant evening
until about 10 pm. Guests bring a contribution for
the meal. The LBC office acts as a booking agency
and menu co-ordinator. The exact address is only
divulged to the booked members attending.

Immediately
afterwards we offer a
two-course catered non-meat meal with a themed
menu, at a cost of $14 for adults and $45 for a
family of four.

Our next Shabbat at Home is 9 October, and the
following one will be a special picnic event, at
7.15 pm in the Treasury Gardens, to coincide with
a Rally for Climate Change from 5.30—7.30 pm.

As always, the service at 7pm is free to all, but
you'll need to book for dinner in advance at
trybooking.com/EGVV (book early to ensure your
place – we are sometimes booked out!).

So, to bring LBC’s Shabbat to your home, all you
need do is decide how many you can seat, and
set the table. Or please book to come along.
Looking forward to hearing from you – ring us on
9819 7160.

Our new dates are 16 October and 20 November,
each to be followed by a themed vegetarian dinner.

Shabbat Services
LBC Care Committee

Every Saturday morning, throughout the year, we
hold our Shabbat services from 10 to about noon.

Our Care Committee, under the leadership of
Board Member Alan Feldman, offers assistance to
LBC members who need it. This may include
visiting the sick or recently bereaved, assisting
negotiations with aid authorities , or attending
Minyanim here at LBC to help with suppers.

Sometimes we celebrate a special event at our
services – a baby-naming, a Bar or Bat Mitzvah,
an Aufruf prior to a wedding, or a more secular
event. Everyone is welcome, and we look forward
to you joining in our regular prayers. And please
stay afterwards to share in our Kiddush. Please
discuss with us your options to sponsor a Kiddush
for a special occasion in your life.

If you need assistance please ring the LBC Office
on 9819 7160 and someone from the Care
Committee will contact you. If you can help out,
we’d love to hear from you.

We follow our fourth Shabbat service of the
month with a shared BYO non-meat Chavurah
lunch at which there is usually a guest speaker.
On the second Friday of the month we offer an
Erev Shabbat at Home in a private home, and at
LBC we have a monthly Friday Night Kids activity,
and a musical Shabbat Unplugged service
followed by a themed communal dinner, usually
on the third Friday.
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What’s on at LBC

LBC Book Club

LBC’s Telelink Program
The Telelink Conference Program
is a free weekly program beginning
each Friday at 4 pm and concluding
with the blessing of the Shabbat
candles at 4.45 pm. Philosophical,
religious, and social topics are offered
for discussion. Telelink provides a wonderful
opportunity for people in our community who may
be isolated in their homes, to enjoy this weekly
program, and to make contact with one another.

10.30 am Sunday 11 October @ LBC.
Charlotte Bolotin will lead the discussion on
'The Yiddish Policeman's Union' by
Michael Chabon.
The novel is a detective
story set in an alternative
history version of the
present day, based on the
premise that during WW2
a temporary settlement
for Jewish refugees was
established in Alaska in
1941, and that the
fledgling State of Israel
was destroyed in 1948.
The novel is set in Sitka,
which it depicts as a large,
Yiddish-speaking
metropolis.

Contact Dorothea on 9836 7741 about joining.

LBC Active Retirees
From October, our group will be meeting on the
second and fourth Mondays of the month, at
2 pm. On the second Monday we will have a
speaker and on the fourth Monday, a film
(program not yet available).

LBC Walking Group

Our speakers for the remainder of the year will
be:
•12 October: Ron Deschamps (assisted by the
show’s wardrobe master) telling us about the
staging of Aladdin on Ice in Dubai
•9 November: Tom Beer explaining climate
change models and what they mean for you
•14 December: Herbert Palmer reminiscing about
his childhood in Vienna

Starts from LBC on a Friday – if you wish to join
us for a brisk walk for an hour or so please contact
Kathy on 0408 564 817. You’ll have great
exercise, good company and conversation, and the
opportunity to see the local sights.

Social Event with a Difference

If you are not already on the
email list and would like to
join us, please contact Ruth
Taft on ruthmtaft@gmail.com
or through the LBC Office.

10.15 am—12.15 pm: Sunday 11 October
A walking tour to the Dights Falls area will take in
the history of the bridge and the Boat House at
Studley Park. We will learn about the history of
Yarra Bend and William
Burn, the founder of the
Boathouse, his family and
their struggles as they
tried to run their
business, founded in
1863, as the Yarra River
was then very prone to
flooding. We will see photos of the different bridges
which were erected. We will learn about the old
pumping stations, as well as the area’s geology.

Israeli Dancing
Our classes have been thriving for some years
now, and if you’d like to have fun and keep fit,
come along every Tuesday and join in the fun.
Beginners 9.30 am
Intermediate 10.30 am

The tour will be conducted by local historian,
Tony Michael. Wear comfortable shoes, and shades
and hats are recommended. Numbers are limited
so book now via www.trybooking.com/IGZD or the
Leo Baeck Office. Please contact Chrys Polack on
0425339959 if you have any enquiries.

$7 donation per person per session

Cost: $15 per person
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Regular
activities
at Leo
at LBC
Baeck Centre
What’shappenings
on at LBC

Check out our updated website

Request for assistance

From a survey we did in 2013, we found that most
of our members don’t visit our Leo Baeck Centre
website frequently. That’s not a problem, as you
can get information about LBC activities from a
range of other sources: our weekly electronic
newsletter, printed Profile and even coming to
shule, for example.
However, our website is an important part of our
public face, and we want it to ‘work’ both for our
members as well as for people who may wish to
visit us or participate in some activity or maybe
even to join our congregation.

Aleph Melbourne is a social, support and advocacy
group for same-sex attracted and gender diverse
(LGBTIQ) people in Melbourne’s Jewish community
which was formed in 1995. It is marking its 20th
anniversary by making a short documentary which
will cover all aspects of the group and the
significant and positive impact it’s had on the
community. LBC has offered considerable support
to its members and to the organisation over the
years.

An updated version of our website is now in place,
and we want to know what people think. We’re
calling this a ‘soft launch’, because we’re still doing
some fine-tuning, and feedback from users is an
important part of the process.
So check it out: www.lbc.org.au

The aim is to raise $10,000 to allow it to
comfortably make 10-15 minutes of footage.
Additional funds will be gratefully welcomed to
allow the inclusion of more history, stories,
interviews, photos, newspaper articles etc.

And then tell us what you think. We value all
constructive comments, which can be made on our
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
LeoBaeckCentre), emailed to the office
(office@lbc.org.au), posted (PO Box 430, Kew East
3102) or telephoned in (9819 7160).

Aleph Melbourne is crowd-funding (with a deadline
of 8 October) through IndieGoGo with all details
- Julie Contole, Chair, Communications Committee available at: http://igg.me/at/aleph20.
It is hoped the documentary will be complete early
2016.

Exercise for the Young at Heart
Why not join our strength training group every
Wednesday morning at 9.30 am. Our classes are
led by a trained Exercise Physiologist employed by
JewishCare and are suitable for the 65-99 age
group.

Mitzvah Day 2015
Last year we enjoyed meeting families from the
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre and we are again
hosting families from the ASRC for an afternoon of
active fun.

Strength Training offers many health benefits to
people of all ages. Regular resistance exercise:
•improves your strength and flexibility
•develops stronger muscles to improve endurance
•decreases arthritic pain by strengthening the
supporting muscles of an arthritic joint
•helps to improve bone density
•helps to reduce the risk of falls and injury
•helps to manage diabetes or to reduce the risk of
developing diabetes.
•can be an effective way to prevent or manage
mild anxiety and depression

On Saturday 14 November, from approximately
2 pm - 4.30 pm, we will be at Hays Paddock, off
Kilby Road, Kew East to play family games, visit
the adventure playground and provide a delicious
afternoon tea to share with our guests.
Please reply by Thursday 5 November if you
would like to join us.
This event is open to all PJV members, but we can
only accommodate a maximum of 20.
For more information and to RSVP,
contact the LBC office Ph 9819 7160
or email office@lbc.org.au.

If you are interested in joining the class call
Sandra Felman at JewishCare’s Active Living Centre
on 8508 6312 or 8508 6310 Monday – Thursday.
Classes take place during alternate terms at Leo
Baeck Centre and Kew Hebrew Congregation.
Term 4 classes are at Kew Hebrew Congregation.
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Norwegian ban on Israeli film about disabled children

Arabs. But there is discrimination in Norway, here
in the UK, across Europe, in the United States, and
in all Muslim countries, where all non-Muslims
suffer real hardship (think of the persecuted Baha’i
minority in Iran).

This is not new, but BlissNotes has published
it in case you missed Dr. Denis MacEoin’s
brilliant letter, which is well worth reading
and keeping
Date: 7 September 2015 8:56:16 pm AEST

And Israel stands head and shoulders above that
sort of discrimination. Palestinians are treated in
large numbers in Israeli hospitals, Palestinian
children are recipients of heart transplants by Save
a Child’s Heart, an Israeli organization, Palestinians
in the West Bank working for Israeli companies
receive at least three times the salary they would
working for PA businesses. That strikes me as
positive discrimination that benefits and does not
harm. In Israel, Arabs serve in parliament, as
Supreme Court and regional court judges, as
academics, as successful businessmen and women,
star in entertainment, and have more than once
won the title of Miss Israel.

Dear Mr. Magnussen,
I have just read of your decision to ban the
performance of an Israeli film about disabled
children in Israel.
You have, I understand, indicated that you would
not accept a film unless the film was about the
‘illegal occupation’ or the Israeli blockade of Gaza
or discrimination against Palestinians.
That is one of the most bigoted, fanatical, and
discriminatory statements I have ever read. It is
also, frankly, totally inaccurate. The Israeli
occupation of the West Bank (previously occupied
by Jordan after an war of aggression in 1948) is
entirely legal under international law.

I grew up in Northern Ireland, and I can assure
you nothing like that ever happened to Catholics in
those days. In ways you can never hope to understand, Israel is one of the most open, fair-minded
and unprejudiced of countries. Nowhere else in the
Middle East are gay men and women given total
legality and able to run Gay Pride marches,
nowhere else in the Middle East are the Baha’is
free to practise their religion: in Israel they have
their two holiest shrines, all their international
headquarters, and gardens that are UNESCO World
Heritage Sites (all their holy places in Iran have
been demolished).

You need to read some international law
agreements, notably the 1967 UN Resolution 242,
which permits Israeli occupation until the
Palestinians agree to secure borders, stop
terrorism against Israel, and make a peace treaty.
To date, the Palestinians have done none of these
things.
Look also at the Oslo Accords, which have been
breached time and again by the Palestinian
Authority. Would you be willing to accept a
documentary on the Israeli pullout from Gaza in
2005 and the subsequent take-over of the strip by
a fanatical terrorist organization, Hamas, whose
1989 Charter calls for the total destruction of
Israel, declares peace talks, conferences etc. ‘a
waste of time’, and states that ‘the solution to the
Palestinian question is only through jihad’ (la hall
li’l-qadiyya al-filatasiniyya il bi’l-jihad).

If you approve of the persecution of Baha’is and
other religious minorities (Christians are being
slaughtered and expelled across the Middle East,
the Israeli Christian community is the only one to
have increased in numbers since 1948), if you
think gays should be thrown off high buildings, if
you think women should be veiled and kept in their
place, if you think Jews deserve to be made second
class citizens or killed off, if you think Palestinian
terror attacks that have killed thousands of Israelis
are justified and that Israel has no right to stop
them or fight back, then you clearly have more in
common with Fatah, Hamas, and their allies across
the region.

Have you read the Charter? Do you read Arabic?
Do you approve of Hamas’ intransigence and utter
rejection of international law, or their abominable
treatment of Gazan civilians? You talk of a
‘blockade’ of Gaza. That is total nonsense and you
know it. Israel sends in about 1000 truckloads of
supplies to Gaza every day, providing everything
the Gazans need but ruling out weapons and
materials that can be used to make explosives,
build terror tunnels, or build rockets. Egypt
currently has closed the Rafah crossing into Gaza,
but you don’t take the Egyptian government to
task for this. Israel’s naval blockade is 100% legal
under maritime law, and I don’t imagine you are
anything of an expert in that field.

That you can’t bear a moment’s praise for one of
the world’s most successful, vibrant, and
progressive countries but prefer to cheer for a
people who have for 67 years closed their eyes to
peace, compromise, and dialogue, then you expose
yourself as a mean-spirited and ignorant bigot. I
expect more from a Norwegian, brought up in a
progressive and liberal land.

What do you mean by ‘discrimination against
Palestinians’? There is, no doubt, discrimination of
this kind, including discrimination against Israeli

If you aren’t willing to do some reading, re-think
your attitudes, and see good in a people, the Jews,
- continued on page 12
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Profiling Marlis Cohen
that her husband was not home. Two days later
Marlis and her mother, loaded with clothes from a
shopping spree, joined Fred in Copenhagen and
about three weeks later they boarded a ship for
Australia. On arrival they were greeted by a smoky
haze from bushfires, an unknown phenomenon
which made them wonder what awaited them in
Australia!

To be able to give to the community is a privilege
deeply felt by Marlis, who as a child escaped the
Holocaust but had the good fortune to have found
a safe haven together with her parents in Australia.
Her family story is integral to the person the LBC
knows today and Marlis proudly shares it with us.
When Jewish surnames were made compulsory in
1807 in Germany, Marlis’ paternal family in Mainz,
a city which had a Jewish population since 1000,
created the name Benfey from ‘ben Feybush’. Fred
Richard Benfey, Marlis’ father, met his
wife Alice (from Berlin), when they were
political science students at university.
After graduation they were married in
Berlin.

The Danish uncle’s manager and his wife met the
Benfey trio and helped them find accommodation
off Fitzroy Street. It was suggested Marlis
attend St Michael’s Church of England Girls
school which was run by High Church
nuns. This proved a challenging
experience for a shy refugee child who
was not good at sport and who, unlike
many of the other schoolchildren, had a
father who was not in the forces. Winning
a scholarship enabled Marlis to complete
her schooling at St Michael’s. Under a
conservative school head there was
compulsory attendance at morning prayers
for all students, while for a brief period, a
more liberal head excused Jewish children.
The return of conservatism reversed this
decision and most of the Jewish girls left
the school. Claim to fame for Marlis was
winning the annual divinity prize! Marlis
loved guides and camping.

Although Marlis’ father could trace his
mother’s family back to the 17th century,
by the 20th century the family were
culturally Jewish but were not religious.
This did not exempt them from
paying taxes to the synagogue. This was
also true for her mother’s family in Berlin,
where Alice’s father and uncle were
property developers. Her paternal grandfather owned a private bank. In later
years, Fred managed the development
company.
Marlis, an only child, recalls her first and
only visit to a synagogue in Berlin during
Simchat Torah when the children were
given flags to wave. Antisemitism had
already reared its ugly head so, before
leaving home, her mother hid the flag in
brown paper. Marlis attended a Jewish school for
about 18 months during which time she had her
first taste of the stage, playing one of Queen
Esther’s pages for the Purim play. Other of Marlis’
pre-war memories of Berlin included crossing the
road when storm troopers were visible. On the day
after Kristallnacht, Alice refused to respond to her
daughter’s comments about broken shop windows
so awakening Marlis’ awareness of the dangers of
Nazism. In 1937, Marlis’ parents made the decision
to leave Germany for a destination as far away
from Berlin as possible. Fred’s aunt was married to
a Danish Jew who had a business with interests in
Australia, so he applied for a permit to employ Fred
in Australia. At the same time Alice took a course
in beauty culture.

The family joined TBI and Marlis’ father,
ably assisted by Rabbi Herman Sanger,
helped form an association of Jewish
immigrants to deal with restrictions
imposed upon them. Her parents’ involvement in
Zionist organizations and WIZO set the pattern to
be later followed by Marlis. Rabbi Sanger prepared
Marlis for her confirmation with a broad education
during her brief attendance at Sunday school.
In spite of competition from returned servicemen
for university places, Marlis obtained a place at
Melbourne University in 1946, completing a B.Sc.
majoring in biochemistry before working as a
clinical biochemist at the Alfred Hospital. Marlis
pursued her interest in acting while at university
and continued in amateur productions up until her
marriage. Jewish life was reinforced by attending
Hatikvah, a Zionist group for Jews in their early
20s, and sometimes the Jewish Student Study
Group. She recalls the excitement of listening to
the vote counts for Israel in 1947.

Their visas came through on the eve of
Kristallnacht in 1939. Next day Marlis’ father
received a call from a friend to take a walk and
enjoy the sunshine; a warning! He immediately
moved to an empty apartment of a recently
deceased elderly cousin and next day flew to
Copenhagen. That same day, Marlis recalls her fear
at the sound of banging on the door and shouting
at her mother who eventually persuaded the Nazis

Through a mutual friend, Marlis met Hyman Lewis
Cohen, an aeronautical engineer (known as Lou)
who had come from London with his parents in
1950. Marlis and Lou helped make up a table at a
ball in the St Kilda Town Hall. Despite Lou treading
on Marlis’ dress, causing her to tumble down the
stairs from the balcony, the relationship developed
- continues on page 12
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Community News

Congratulations to

Special birthdays

Ron Taft on the marriage of his granddaughter Georgia to Ethan
Robyn Taft and Howard Franks on
their marriage, and also to Robyn’s
parents, Susie and Leon Taft.

Condolences to members
Louise Klein, and apologies for inadvertently
omitting her name last issue when we extended
condolences to other members of her family on the
death of her beloved mother, Bunny.

October

November

Jim Beck
Ruth Bell
John Davis
Noam Gross
Philip Lipshut
Bruce Mann
Ashley Nathan
Jordanna Solomon

Shirley Cass
Tanja Greulich
Gary Kirby
John Langer
Peter Meyer
Barbara Mushin

Special wedding anniversaries

Dina Burgess, Andrew Kaye, Stephen Kaye
and their entire family on the death of Henrietta
Kaye.

October: Michelle Duband and Dan Langer
Ruth and Joel Solomon

John and Lana Burgess and family on the death
of John’s father, Bill.

November:
Caroline Rose and Paul Butler

Linda Stern and family on the death of her mother
Lois

Thoughtful People (21 Jul–
Jul–8 Sep 2015)

New Members and Friends for LBC

We sincerely thank all of you who have made
donations to the Leo Baeck Centre. This listing
does not include donations to our High Holiday
Appeal, or payments for casual tickets.

Greg Kerr
Welcome back to Sandy Fieldhouse and Jason Fink
with Hannah, Ben and Rebekah

B & S Aarons, G & S Adler, Anonymous,
J & B Beck, P Bethune, P Bliss, L & M Bloom,
H & C Bolotin, B Brook, T & D Burgess, J Choate,
M Cohen, N & R Cowen, E Cutler, G & K Deutsch,
H Duband, J Duband, L Duband, P & R Eisler,
Bar Mitzvah
R Exiner & L Telford, A Feldman, L Frankes,
A Freadman, L Friedman, W & C Glaser, J Gold,
Henry Mann will celebrate his
I Gottlieb, M Gottlieb-Drucker, J Grinwald,
Bar Mitzvah with us at
P Grinwald, Y Gross, S Hacker, S & S Hambur,
10 am on Saturday 14 November.
A & J Harvey, J & G Isaac, A Isaacs,
We wish him, and his family, Mazeltov J Isaacs-Armitage, L Jacobs, A & D Kerron, W Levy,
at this special time in their lives.
A & R Lopata, C Lowy, A Marek & K Silberberg,
A Martin, M Masur, I & H Messer, P Messer,
B Novy, H & J Palmer, P Pryles,
Our very much appreciated volunteers
C Riess & J Contole, D Rose,
J Rosenthal & A Pellicano, R Shapero, G & S Shiff,
Sue Aarons, Ailsa Jean,
V Silberberg, R & J Solomon, L Stern, E Taft,
Marlis Cohen, Julie Contole,
J & M Taft, L & S Taft, M Taft, I Traeger, T Warms,
Kathy Deutsch,
G Zyskind
Mathi Gottlieb-Drucker
As usual, we particularly thank the ‘repeat donors’
Max Gross, Alison Harcourt,
on this list, and we apologise for any errors or
Albert Isaacs,
omissions.
Jeanne Isaacs-Armitage,
Gillian Lubansky, Terri Nathan, Paula Messer,
Martin Toone, Tanya Warms, Helen Wolfram
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Our calendar for October. . . .
Rabbi Jonathan will be on Sabbatical, from 13 October to 11 November inclusive.
Our Moments Captured in Time exhibition will be available for viewing between
4 October and 11 November (see back page for details)

Fri 2 Oct
9.15 am: Morning walk

Thu 15 Oct
8 pm: Beyachad (off-site)

Sat 3 Oct
10 am: Shabbat morning service

Fri 16 Oct
9.15 am: Morning walk
7 pm: ‘Shabbat Unplugged’ with Shannyn
8 pm: Catered Dinner (see page 4 for more
information about these two items)

Sun 4 Oct
1.30 pm: Opening of Janet Wolf Bau
Exhibition (see back page)
6.30 pm: Chagim Program: Simchat Torah
6.30 pm: Simchat Torah
Mon 5 Oct
10 am: Shmini Atzeret Service, with Yizkor
12 noon: Chavurah lunch with discussion
of sermon
All day Office closed
Tue 6 Oct
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Wed 7 Oct
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Fri 9 Oct
9.15 am: Morning walk
6.30 pm: Erev Shabbat at Home - call
9819 7160 for details
Sat 10 Oct
10 am: Shabbat morning service
Sun 11 Oct
10.15 am: Studley Park Historic Walk
(bookings necessary—see page 5)
Mon 12 Oct
2 pm: Active Retirees—Ron Deschamps will
tell us about the staging of Aladdin on
Ice in Dubai
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
7 pm: Board Meeting

Sat 17 Oct
10 am: Rabbi John Levi is scheduled to lead
our Shabbat morning service
7.30 pm: 'Night Fever' Musical evening—
see insert this issue. Book now!
Mon 19 Oct
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
Tue 20 Oct
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Wed 21 Oct
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Fri 23 Oct
9.15 am: Morning walk
Sat 24 Oct
10 am: Shabbat morning service
1 pm: Chavurah lunch – Nikki Silbert
Mon 26 Oct
2 pm: Active Retirees—enjoy a film with us.
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
Tue 27 Oct
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Wed 28 Oct
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC

Tue 13 Oct
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing

Fri 30 Oct
9.15 am: Morning walk

Wed 14 Oct
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC

Sat 31 Oct
Rabbi Allison Conyer is scheduled to lead
our Shabbat morning service
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. . . . and November
Rabbi Jonathan will be on Sabbatical, from 13 October to 11 November inclusive.
Our Moments Captured in Time exhibition will be available for viewing between
4 October and 11 November (see back page for details)

Mon 2 Nov
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program

Mon 16 Nov
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program

Tue 3 Nov
Office closed—Cup Day

Tue 17 Nov
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Profile deadline

Wed 4 Nov
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Thu 5 Nov
8 pm: Beyachad (Off-site)
Fri 6 Nov
9.15 am: Morning walk
Sat 7 Nov
10 am: Linda Stern is scheduled to lead our
Shabbat morning service

Wed 18 Nov
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Thu 19 Nov
8 pm: Beyachad (Off-site)
Fri 20 Nov
9.15 am: Morning walk
Sat 21 Nov
10 am: Shabbat morning service

Mon 9 Nov
Mon 23 Nov
2 pm: Active Retirees—Tom Beer will explain
2 pm: Active Retirees
climate change models and what they
5 pm: BM Class
mean for you
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
Tue 24 Nov
7 pm: Board Meeting
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Tue 10 Nov
9.30—11.30 am: Israeli Dancing
Wed 11 Nov
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Fri 13 Nov
9.15 am: Morning walk
5 pm: Friday Night Kids
7 pm: Shabbat Unplugged
8 pm: Catered Dinner (see page 4 for more
information about these two items)
Sat 14 Nov
10 am: Shabbat morning service
BM: Henry Mann
2 pm: LBC Mitzvah Day event (see page 6)
Sun 15 Nov
9 am: Global Day of Jewish learning
9 am—7 pm: Mitzvah Day
10 am— noon: Dialogue with
Rabbi Fred Morgan and Sheik Riad Galil
2 pm: BM Workshop/Mentoring

Wed 25 Nov
10.30 am: Exercise for the Young at Heart
@ KHC
Fri 27 Nov
9 am: Profile mailout
9.15 am: Morning walk
7.15 pm: Shabbat at home – picnic for all in
the Treasury Gardens to coincide with
a Rally for Climate Change,
5.30-7.30 pm.
Sat 28 Nov
10 am: Shabbat morning service
12.30 pm: Chavurah (shared) non-meat BYO
lunch, with a talk on Two classic trains
of Northern Queensland
Mon 30 Nov
5 pm: BM Class
5 pm: Sh'ma Program
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Continuations

Rabbinic Reflection -

Profiling Marlis Cohen -

continued from page 3

called on by the more orthodox end of the
spectrum.

continued from page 8

and Rabbi Sanger married them in 1953. They
moved to North Balwyn and joined Lorne Grove
Schul which was a challenge for Lou who had
grown up with a traditional Jewish background but
Marlis was a passionate Progressive Jew. Marlis
gave up her lab work and Sharene was born in
1957. Sharene was to pursue a career in law
which continues today and in 1982 Rabbi Seth
Phillips performed her marriage to Sam Hambur.

One point I made that is not recorded in the list
above is that I think we need to acknowledge the
pressures that our modern society creates in
terms of building expectations through advertising,
costs of living and ‘keeping up’; the long work
hours and the insecurities around employment –
all factors which add pressure to modern life and
can lead to a sudden snapping and lashing out
even when it is not usually in their nature at all.

When Marlis’ father died suddenly in 1960, Lou
took over management of the family light
engineering business. Marlis learned her bookkeeping skills by working part time in the
business. Later her role grew to full time, looking
after administration and finances while Lou dealt
with design and the technical side of creating
fluorescent light fittings, space heaters and other
electrical appliances. This partnership continued
till the business was sold in 1992. Sadly, Lou died
in 2001.

The Commission is due to report on 29 February
next year (so it must be a leap year!)
Please do ask to meet with me (in absolute
confidentiality) should you wish to discuss these or
any matters. Please don’t delay though, as I am
away from 13 October to 13 November on the
second month of my sabbatical.
L’shalom

Along side her professional role, Marlis followed in
her mother’s footsteps and became involved with
WIZO where she rose to various State executive
roles including president and treasurer. In 1999
when Rabbi Torop left LBC, Marlis’ daughter
Sharene, mother of Jonathan and Michelle and
then on the board of LBC, nominated her mother
to assume the role of accountant, a role she
continues today. Marlis spends every Tuesday at
LBC and calls in there at least twice more during
the week, an activity which alongside her family,
forms a focus to her productive life.

Rabbi Jonathan

- Profiled by Val Silberberg

Norwegians ban Israeli film -

continued from page 7

who have had to fight for their survival over
centuries and are still threatened in their homeland by heavily-armed terrorists with no concern
for human life, then you are far outside the limits
of what I consider human decency, openmindedness, and fair play. Blind prejudice is no
substitute for hard information and a refusal to be
goaded by one side of an argument.
If you are willing to reply, I am willing to take you
one by one through these and many other things
you appear to be poorly or not at all informed
about.

Alan wishes to let you know that he can prepare
your life story for you, providing you with a
Future Heirloom
so that your descendants may know about you.

Yours sincerely,

Talk to him for details of this important aspect
of his celebrancy activities.

Dr. Denis MacEoin
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What’s on in our Wider Community

SHIR CHADASH
(A New Song)
19 – 22 November 2015
Sydney, Australia
Guest Presenter: Rabbi Danny Freelander
To learn more and to register, go to www.upj.org.au

MELBOURNE JEWISH COMEDY FESTIVAL
A celebration of culture through comedy

10-15 October 2015
44 performers 10 events 6 locations

Tickets: www.melbournejewishcomedyfestival.com or at door.

Kewfest is the new name for the
new look Kew Community Festival.
Currently we have an urgent need for a
Festival Coordinator. This is a paid position and
could be set up as a job-sharing position.
We are also seeking volunteers for the positions
of Treasurer and General Secretary.
We have a minute secretary but need someone
who is able to follow up the general
administrative tasks arising. The treasurer’s
position would suit someone with an accounting
background.
The work is not complex or onerous: meetings
are held on the fourth Thursday of the month at
the Kew Senior Citizens' Centre.
The members – all volunteers – are local
residents, community minded, friendly and
keen to create a full and varied program for the
Festival which takes place in March each year.
Come and join us and help contribute to
achieving our goal.
Phone President Debbie McColl-Davis on
9859 3636 or
Ailsa Jean (LBC’s
representative) on
0423 196 433 or
9435 8048.

Free Event. Light Refreshments.
Bookings to david@jccv.org.au or 9272 5579
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Contemplation
Access to Eulogies

Kedem’s Service for the Soul
A spirited Shabbat morning service in the style of
Jewish Renewal including chanting, prayer and
meditation, followed by Kiddush.
10am on the fourth Shabbat of
every month in private Caulfield
South home. All welcome.

If you should ever require a copy of
one of Rabbi Jonathan’s eulogies,
please ask us.

Funding your children’s future

For more information please
contact Rosi on 9822 5802.

Bequests to Leo Baeck Centre
Our Centre is dependent on donations to ensure its
continuing existence.
If you are considering making a bequest to LBC in
your Will, information regarding a suggested form
of words is available from the LBC Office.

Buddhist Centres Bus tours

We plan for our daily lives,
but have you planned for your death?
Relieve the stress on your family and contact Bet Olam now,
to arrange pre-arranged and pre-paid funerals.

The Buddhist
Council of
Victoria wishes to
invite you to the
Victorian Buddhist
Centres Bus Tours;
on Monday 12 October for our Western suburbs
tour or Monday 26 October for our South Eastern
Suburbs tour.

Our 24 hour 7 day service can be accessed by one phone call —
9883 6237.
More information: www.jewishfunerals.org.au

Deadline for next Profile

For more information about the temples tour,
please visit Buddhist Council of Victoria website
www.bcv.org.au or email administrator@bcv.org.au
before registering at http:buddhisttempletour
westernmelbourne.eventbrite.com.au

We love contributions from members and
can format your items for you.
We are also very happy to receive photographs
of activities, and would prefer them to be
forwarded to us in .jpeg format.
Please have your articles, letters and
advertisements for the
December 2015/January 2016 issue
to the LBC Office before 17 November 2015
Please note our email address is
office@lbc.org.au

This edition of

Profile

was edited by Ruth Jacobs.

Articles are accepted as expressing the views of the author,
and not necessarily those of the Editor.
Articles may be edited for reasons of length or clarity.
Advertisements will be accepted,
please contact Office for details.

Profile

Thank you for ensuring that your mail reaches us
by always addressing it to:
PO BOX 430, Kew East, Vic 3102.

is registered to Australia Post Publication
No PP 325 999 10035
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The Daily Hate: Corbyn, Trump and the New Politics of Spite
Jeremy Corbyn is the new leader of the UK Labour strip even a Nobel-prize winning scientist of his
Party. Politicians like him on the left and right don’t various honorary positions.
try to win arguments – they try to destroy their
It is not their policies that these new populists
opponents.
share, but their emphasis on a new kind of identity
politics. The atomization of information, borne of
We are living in a spiteful, populist time. Peddling
hate makes for popular politicians and being angry the internet age, is having the opposite effect to
what many commentators had previously assumed.
is the new ‘being cool’. Across the western
As people’s opportunities to succumb to
hemisphere a new type of leader is emerging
confirmation bias increases online – only seeking
whose rise to power has been as unpredictable as
it has been swift. And the one thing these new
out information that confirms their prejudices –
leaders and their supporters have in common is not instead of eradicating ignorance, extremism and
their politics, but their utter disdain for their
close-mindedness have continued to rise unabated.
political opponents and the entire ‘establishment’.
What would previously have been isolated cases of
And yes, I could be talking about Donald Trump in parochial bigotry with no outlet to vent, are now
America, or the far-left rise of Jeremy Corbyn in
thriving global sub-communities of people
the UK. But I could just as easily be referring to
identifying around discriminatory uber-identities.
the longer-term rise of Western Islamism, or farIslamist, Hindu-fundamentalist, racially alignedright anti-Muslim street movements such as
activists, the extreme settler-movement in Israel,
Germany’s Pegida and others across Europe. And
and far-left regressives have all emerged of late to
whether we consider expanding campus coalitions
form comfortable groupings focusing on cultural
to Boycott, Divest and Sanction (BDS) Israel, or
‘authenticity’, struggle and dominance.
the intransigence of extremist Israeli settlers, what
Any centrist seeking to assert an open-minded and
many of these movements’ followers share is the
tolerant position between these extremes is
desire not just to disagree with their opponents,
instantly subjected to a torrent of abuse from all
but to delegitimize, dehumanize and ostracize
sides. To hold ideas beyond one’s cultural ‘station’,
those with whom they disagree.
and to question these uber-identities, risks
The resulting climate is one in which division,
instantly being deemed a blood-traitor, a nativebitterness and hate is on the ascendency. It is now informant or a sell-out Uncle Tom. It is as if ideas
simply assumed that anyone publishing satirical
have colour and the pursuit of truth should remain
content scrutinizing the Prophet of Islam will be
segregated along racial or cultural lines.
murdered by jihadists. Government ministers are
And as these groups indulge in their own daily
warning of the sharp rise in the UK and across
version of Orwell’s Two-Minutes Hate, each with
Europe of anti-Semitic attacks, while London’s
their own little Emmanuel Goldstein-like traitor
Metropolitan Police reported a 70% rise in antifigure to irrationally rage at, because it feels good,
Muslim incidents. When a homeless Mexican
the voices of those who are more comfortable with
immigrant was recently beaten and urinated on in
doubt are being drowned out.
the U.S. by suspect Scott Leader while allegedly
Traditionally, open-minded secular liberal
telling police that “Trump was right,” Trump’s
rationalists have not made a case for tolerance.
response was to call his supporters passionate.
Being opposed to preaching ‘truth’, those who
Alongside this, European far-right movements
prefer doubt over dogma and scepticism over
don’t just represent the more thuggish Neo-Nazi
Golden Dawn in Greece, but the more sophisticated certainty have entertained, but never engaged in
arguments. But if we are to have any hope in
politicos of Austria’s Freedom Party, Sweden’s
“Democrats” and Holland’s Party for Freedom, each pushing back against the rise of this Daily Hate,
sceptics will need to arrive at one irrevocable truth,
with significant and worrying levels of
and then preach it: I may be wrong, but you are
Parliamentary representation.
certainly not right. The only certainty we have is
To question the dogma of any of these saviours of
that those who are certain of a way to arrive at
the human condition online, is to invite a modern
worldly salvation, are committed enough to
day virtual lynching which in many cases has offorganize around this, and seek power to enforce it,
line implications. This directed, targeted and
will invariably descend into a bloody totalitarian
vicious vitriol against individuals who dare to
fascism. Dogma not only blinds its protagonist, but
disagree is invariably achieved by inviting a mob to
it muzzles all other opposition. We must mount
join in, then relishing in the utter defrocking and
civil society struggles for scepticism to prevail. The
public shaming of the designated miscreant. As Sir
only way to defeat these modern political
Timothy Hunt recently discovered to his dismay, to
certainties is to be certain in only one thing: our
deploy a very British sense of self-deprecating
doubt.
irony before a handful of politically charged
Edited
from: http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/09/12/
activists seeking disagreement, can unleash the
what-corbyn-trump-and-radical-islamists-have-in-common.html
very gates of virtual hell, one powerful enough to
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Around LBC

Moments
Captured in Time
A collection of works by
Janet Wolf Bau.
Exhibition opening: 1.30pm Sunday 4 October
We present new giclee prints of the Jewish year
as well as water colour studies of flowers.
We will also be exhibiting some of Janet’s original paintings and
prints from children’s books she has illustrated.

From Jewish life to wandering wombats
Our exhibition focuses meaning on Jewish life and will be open for viewing between
4 October and 11 November on some weekends, and between 10 am and 1 pm
on weekdays when our office is open.

Activities for all ages, including:
•
Beginners Israeli Dancing
•
Craft activities
•
Games
•
Our Chagim program
We provide sausages, doughnuts
and soft drinks.
You bring a small non-meat item to share
(perhaps dips, salad, fruit)
and anything else you wish to drink.
Please let us know whether you are coming
so that we can provide sufficient food.
(We have Chanukah candles for sale:
$3 per box)
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